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ABSTRACT
This report describes an analytical and experimental program to study design
techniques and to utilize these techniques to optimize the performance of an X-band
4 kW, cw traveling wave tube ultimately intended for satellite-borne television broad-
cast transmitters.
The design is based on the coupled-cavity slow-wave circuit with velocity
resynchronization to maximize the conversion efficiency. The design incorporates
a collector which is demountable from the tube. This was done to facilitate multi-
stage depressed collector experiments employing a NASA designed axisymmetric,
electrostatic collector for linear beam microwave tubes (Ref. 1, 2) after shipment of
the tubes to NASA.
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DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND EVALUATION OF A 12.2 GHz, 4.0 kW,
CW COUPLED-CAVITY TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
By: W. R. Ayers and Ward A. Harman
Varian Associates
Palo Alto, California
1 . 0 S U M M A R Y
A theoretical design for a high efficiency coupled-cavity traveling wave tube
is described. The objective was to obtain 4 kW, cw with 1% bandwidth at 12. 2 GHz
and with 50% conversion efficiency.
Computer programs, both small and large signal, were employed to analyze
the design and to adjust design parameters for maximum conversion efficiency.
Velocity resynchronization employing both voltage jump and velocity taper methods
have been analyzed.
Five traveling wave tubes were built to verify the analytical design.
The first experimental tube (SN 101) was intended to be used as a test vehicle
to check the preliminary circuit design, the adequacy of beam focusing, and techniques
for dissipation of heat from the tube body and sever loads. This tube exhibited per-
formance in substantial agreement with analytic prediction. It failed due to an electron
gun malfunction which led to excessive beam interception in the output circuit. This
high value of beam interception caused sufficient buckling of the output cavity wall to
destroy the rf output match.
The second experimental tube (SN 102) was designed to correct the difficulties
observed in the first tube. The cavity wall was made slightly thicker to improve
the circuit thermal capacity. The circuit cold bandwidth was increased in order to
reduce the thermal tuning which had destroyed the rf output match in the first tube.
A circuit velocity taper was incorporated into this tube in order to verify the analytic
taper design and/or provide experimental data which would aid in refining the taper
design. Under test, this tube was found to be electronically unstable, oscillating at a
frequency of 27. 6 GHz. This electronic instability was caused by an interaction with
the slot mode, a higher order circuit passband in the neighborhood of the coupling
slot resonant frequency. The slot resonant frequency had been lowered relative to
that in the first tube in order to provide the additional coupling required by the in-
creased bandwidth. Although it was not possible to test this tube to design ratings,
operation at reduced beam current showed adequate bandwidth and gain in agreement
with predictions. Maximum measured conversion efficiency was 30% running at approxi-
mately three-quarters of rated beam current.
The second experimental tube exhibited acceptable beam transmission and
performed in a predictable manner at reduced beam current. It operated without arcs,
and except for the instability already noted, exhibited no performance anomalies
operating at 2 kW, cw.
A third experimental tube (SN 103) was built based on the prediction that, by
eliminating the slot mode instability, it would be possible to confirm the analytical
predictions of efficiency at rated beam current and verify the design principles em-
ployed, as well as providing experimental data for further optimization of the final
design. Iron powder was sprayed and sintered in four of the slots in the output circuit
section to provide distributed attenuation of power on the interactive circuit in order to
achieve the required stability.
SN 103 exhibited the increased electronic stability which the additional loss
was intended to provide. This tube was operated at rated beam voltage and current
with zero drive to saturated drive across the entire cold passband without oscillations.
While stability had been much improved, relative to SN 102, efficiency had suffered,
both because of too little small signal gain beyond the sever and because of too much
loss in the output circuit. During cw test the performance of SN 103 deteriorated
rapidly and testing was discontinued pending analysis of the cause of this deteriora-
tion. The output match had deteriorated to such a degree that further hot testing was
abandoned. The collector was removed but no circuit melting was revealed. A check
of gap spacing, however, showed cavity wall warping near the center of the output circuit.
In SN 103 as in SN 101 failure had occurred as a result of similar thermal deforma-
tion of the cavity wall. SN 102, on the other hand, had run at higher power levels than
either of the other tubes without exhibiting thermal deterioration. It was concluded
from this evidence that the circuit thermal design was marginal. It was decided to
build the two final tubes with cavity walls twice as thick as those employed in SN 103.
The final two tubes were designed with the maximum velocity taper which
could be accommodated without seriously diminishing the interaction impedance of
the output cavities. The shape of the coupling slots was changed in order to achieve
a higher slot resonant frequency, thereby reducing the need for circuit loss required
to obtain electronic stability. The resultant reduction in output circuit loss was deemed
essential to maximize the efficiency of the tube.
Test data from SN 104 established the predicted electronic stability and pro-
duced cw power levels up to 3.7 kW without deterioration in performance due to thermal
effects. The measured efficiency was less than 30% against a predicted conversion
efficiency of 38%. The power dissipated on the body of the circuit was approximately
25% of the output power, from which it was deduced that excessive rf circuit losses
probably accounted for the lower than predicted efficiency.
SN 105 was identical to SN 104 except for the removal of circuit loss from one
more cavity in the output section. This modification was expected to increase efficiency
and decrease electronic stability although the latter was still expected to be adequate.
Test results on SN 105 showed a slight increase in efficiency and a decrease
in body power compared to those measurements on SN 104. The maximum efficiency
measured at the microwave calorimeter was 29%. With reasonable allowances for
power dissipated in the output waveguide and window and in the external waveguide
components, the estimated maximum intrinsic conversion efficiency of the TWT is
31%. The measured efficiency was found to increase with beam voltage. This fact,
almost certainly indicates a nonoptimum circuit velocity taper.
In all, three different circuit configurations were tested: SN 101 employed
thin tapered cavity walls and circular coupling slots and possessed about 2% cold band-
width. SN 102 and 103 employed 0.020 in. thick cavity walls and long thin coupling
slots and possessed about 4% cold bandwidth. SN 104 and 105 employed 0.040 in. thick
cavity walls with short thick coupling slots and possessed about 3. 5% cold bandwidth.
The desired goal of 50% conversion efficiency has not been achieved. Theo-
retical predictions of efficiency, however, are in reasonable agreement with experi-
ment when it is considered that the theoretical model assumed that the desired circuit
velocity taper could be achieved without compromising circuit impedance to the extent
actually measured later. It is felt that a considerable increase in efficiency could be
achieved by an improved taper design. Further analysis should be performed to opti-
mize the velocity taper subject to the constraints imposed by thermal and mechanical
considerations. Interaction efficiency of about 40% should be achievable in an exten-
sion of the present design.
2 . 0 I N T R O D U C T I O N
This report describes an analytic and experimental program for a high
efficiency traveling wave tube for use in a satellite television transmitter. The
primary objective of this program was to demonstrate the feasibility of obtaining
very high interaction efficiency in a narrowband TWT operating at 4 kW, cw and/ .
at 12.2 GHz. Two tubes and ten demountable guns were to be delivered to Lewis
Research Center to be operated in a space chamber and to be used for operation with
a NASA designed multistage depressed collector. In addition to delivery of the hard-
ware items it was intended to experimentally verify analytic design techniques for
high efficiency based on a number of Varian designed computer programs.
The first task on the program was the development of a design and the analytic
optimization of this design. This was followed by the fabrication and test of five
traveling wave tubes. Each tube provided data which were used to modify the design
of subsequent tubes, to better meet the performance objectives or to eliminate experi-
mentally observed defects.
Computed small signal gain and efficiency was in substantial agreement with
experimentally measured gain and efficiency. Predicted efficiency was somewhat
optimistic compared with experimental measurements although, to some extent,
experimental difficulties may have masked the predicted performance.
3 . 0 D E S I G N A P P R O A C H A N D T R A D E - O F F C O N S I D E R A T I O N S
The basic design approach chosen was to use a staggered-slot coupled-cavity
slow-wave circuit in conjunction with convergent confined flow beam optics. At the
frequency, power level and beam voltage specified, no other circuit type was deemed
appropriate for consideration. The requirement for high efficiency mandated the use
of a strongly focused electron beam. The factors which influenced the initial choice
of parameters are outlined in this section.
3. 1 SUMMARY OF SPECIFICATIONS
The major TWT specifications are summarized in Table 3.1. Those specifi-
cations which most directly effect the choice of design parameters are frequency,
power and efficiency. Frequency and power, taken together, place limits on the
mechanical design due to thermal considerations; the choice of circuit and beam param-
eters for high efficiency, as will be shown, is often in conflict with these thermal
considerations.
3.2 INITIAL ELECTRICAL DESIGN
To achieve the specified 4 kW output power at 50% conversion efficiency would
require a beam power of 8 kW. To insure that the initial design would not be marginal,
it was decided to base the design on a beam power of 9 kW.
The choice of beam voltage, within the specified 16 kv maximum, is controlled
by the requirement for high efficiency and the need for thermal stability weighed
against the requirement of long life. Life considerations imply limits on cathode cur-
rent density. Parameter optimization for maximum efficiency typically requires the
maximization of the Pierce (Ref. 3) gain parameter C so long as a small space charge
parameter QC can be maintained.
Other things being equal, the beam voltage should be chosen to maximize C.
The gain parameter is defined by:
TABLE 3. 1
MAJOR TWT SPECIFICATIONS
Electronic Conversion Efficiency
Frequency
Bandwidth
Power
Gain
Design Life
2 2Phase Linearity (d <£>/df )
Collector Magnetic Leakage
DC Beam Transmission
Beam Transmission at Saturation
Maximum Beam Voltage
Tube and Focusing Magnet must be capable of operation
inside vacuum chamber
Demountable Collector
Demountable Electron Gun
50% min
12.2 GHz
120 MHz
4.0 kWmin
40 + 1. 5 dB
2 yr min
0.005°/MHz2 max
0.5% max
99. 5% min
98% min
16 kv
K I
c
 -
where K is the Pierce impedance, I is the beam current, and V is the beam
o o
voltage. Eliminating I from Equation 3. 1 yields:
4 V
o
(3.2)
where P is the beam power. The Pierce impedance is proportional to the cavity
R/Q, which in turn is approximately proportional to cavity height. Neglecting the
thickness of the web between cavities, the cavity height is proportional to beam
velocity, hence, Equation 3.2 may be written in the form:
(3.3)
o
which reduces to
l/3p
(3.4)
It is thus clear that the gain parameter increases slowly as the beam
voltage is reduced at constant beam power. Decreasing the beam voltage, however,
also increases the required beam current and the magnetic field required to focus
the beam.
For fixed beam and drift tube radii, the space-charge parameter can be
shown to take the form:
QC oc -|- (3.5)
where S is the beam perveance defined by:
P
<3-6>
Combining Equations 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 we obtain:
pl/3
QCoc-|— (3.7)
V '
o
At constant beam power, the space-charge parameter is seen to vary
three times more rapidly than the gain parameter. The effect of the increase
in C which could be achieved by reducing the beam voltage would tend to be neu-
tralized by the concurrent increase in the space-charge parameter. Gerchberg
and Niclas (Ref. 4) have made experimental measurements which show that rj/C
decreases as the beam perveance is increased. It must be concluded that assump-
tions and constraints other than those assumed above will have an important bear-
ing on the choice of beam voltage.
Listed below are two other factors which play an important role in the choice
of operating beam voltage:
1. The web thickness is determined by mechanical and thermal considera-
tions. In no case would it be feasible to diminish the web thickness as
the beam velocity is reduced. Hence, as the beam voltage is lowered,
the cavity height and the Pierce impedance would diminish more
rapidly than was assumed in the above analysis.
2. In order to maximize the efficiency, it will be necessary to employ
some method of velocity resynchronization. This will probably
require a reduction in the cavity height at the output of the TWT. The
tube should thus be designed with the greatest cavity height possible,
and consequently should run at the highest permissible beam voltage.
10
Based on the above arguments, a beam voltage of 15 kV was chosen for the
initial design. This choice allowed for some flexibility in the actual operating volt-
age without exceeding the maximum allowable voltage. The design beam current
corresponding to the selected beam voltage and beam power is 600 mA.
It is necessary to examine the repercussion of the above choices on the elec-
tron gun and beam focusing system. To obtain long life, the cathode current density
must be kept low. To obtain good beam optics the beam convergence must also be
kept to a minimum. A trade-off between these parameters may be made after the
beam diameter has been chosen.
The normalized beam radius is /3 r where (3 = cj/u is the electronic propa-
e o e o
gation number and r is the beam radius. There is extensive emperical evidence
that the beam must be kept small to maximize conversion efficiency. If the beam is
large the center of the beam will contribute little to the interaction process. The
minimum practical drift tube diameter is determined by the beam size, and since the
cavity R/Q is influenced by drift tube size, it is doubly important to minimize the
diameter of both the beam and drift tube. On the other hand, a lower limit on beam
size is set by space charge effects and by beam optics and focusing considerations.
The initial design has assumed a value of /? r = 0 . 6 . This value is near
optimum from the standpoint of the interaction process. It remains to be shown that
this choice does not place unrealistic demands on the gun design.
The above assumed normalized beam radius corresponds to a beam diam-
2
eter of 0.044 in., a beam current density of 61. 2 A/cm , a beam perveance of
0. 327 /upervs and a Brillouin field of 1040 gauss.
The area convergence of the beam must be chosen large enough to assure
tolerable loading of the cathode, yet small enough to provide reasonable gun optics.
Experience has shown that area convergences as high as 50:1 are reasonable, in the
theoretical design of a gun, capable of producing a beam with excellent laminarity at
low perveance. The major problem in low perveance guns stems from the fact that
11
the location of the focus electrode relative to the cathode is more critical than in
higher perveance designs. High area convergence generally complicates magnetic
design in a convergent confined flow system since it is necessary to find a magnetic
flux pattern which duplicates the trajectories of the electrons in the cathode-anode
region.
At lower area convergence ratios, cathode current density becomes a problem.
2The use of impregnated tungsten cathodes will allow long life expectation at 2 A/cm .
In the design under consideration, for example, with an area convergence ratio of
2
20:1, the average cathode current density would be 3 A/cm ; a value somewhat higher
than believed to be desirable for tube life.
An area convergence of approximately 40:1 was chosen as a reasonable com-
promise in the initial tube design. At the selected cathode diameter of 0. 282 in. ,
2
the predicted maximum cathode current density would be less than 1. 75 A/cm , a
value entirely compatible with the required design life of two years minimum.
The drift tube diameter must be chosen as small as possible in order to
maximize the circuit interaction impedance. The high beam transmission required
in the present design could be readily assured by choosing a drift tube diameter 1. 5
times the nominal beam diameter. However, for the present design, a tunnel diam-
eter 1.43 times the nominal beam diameter has been chosen as a reasonable trade-off
between the need for high efficiency and the requirement for high beam transmission.
The resultant drift tube diameter is 0.0625 in. based on filling factor 0.7.
The three remaining major design parameters are: cavity period, gap length
and intercavity web thickness. A preliminary estimate of the cavity period is
0. 150 in. This parameter will be further refined by analytical computation.
The gap length 6 should be kept small in order to maximize the beam coupling
coefficient. Because the cavity E/Q increases with gap length, the interaction
impedance does not depend too critically on the choice of gap length. A normalized
12
gap length of one radian would correspond to a gap spacing of 0.032 in. It would not
be prudent to use such a gap spacing in the present design. The high gap tuning rate
associated with such a small gap would make it difficult to fabricate circuit parts to
the required precision, as well as aggravating thermal tuning effects. A normalized
gap length of two radians would mean a sacrifice in interaction impedance which
could not be tolerated in a design where efficiency is so important. An initial choice
of 0.040 in. gap spacing was selected, with the option of later increasing the spacing
if analytic or experimental data should so indicate.
The web thickness is perhaps the most difficult parameter to select. For
maximum R/Q and maximum conversion efficiency the web must be thin. However,
if the web is too thin the structure will be thermally unstable. In order to estimate
the required thermal capacity of the web it is necessary to first estimate the maximum
beam power incident on a single drift tube. The specified minimum beam transmis-
sion at saturated drive is 98%. If 2% of the beam current is intercepted on the
circuit at full dc energy, it would be necessary to design for a total beam dissipation
of 180 W. At zero drive, the specification limits the total beam dissipation to 45 W.
The majority of electrons collected on the circuit at saturated drive would be electrons
which had lost a significant fraction of their energy. It would be reasonable to assume,
therefore, a maximum total beam dissipation of 100 W.
Rf dissipation is estimated to be less than 0.1 dB per cavity in the output cavi-
ties. This corresponds to approximately 100 W of rf dissipation in the output cavity,
and if the tube is overdriven, an equal amount of rf dissipation should be anticipated
in any of the last three or four cavities of the output circuit. The spatial distribu-
tion of rf heating is rather complex but, except in the case of cavities which are
extremely reentrant, the preponderance of rf dissipation is toward the outer surfaces
of the cavity. In order to estimate the effect of rf heating, we assume that the total
estimated rf dissipation is injected into the web at a radius equal to one-half the
cavity radius. Assuming a cavity radius of 0.350 in. and a copper web 0.020 in.
thick, the calculated temperature drop between the injection radius and the cavity
radius is 20°C. It will be shown that this rf heating component is essentially negligible
compared with the anticipated temperature gradients due to beam interception.
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Having estimated the total thermal flux from beam interception at 100 W,
it is now necessary to make a plausible assumption regarding the spatial distribu-
tion of this heat. It is difficult to generalize how and where the beam will be inter-
cepted because each tube will tend to behave individualistically. In most cases it
would be reasonable to guess that one-quarter to one-half the power is intercepted
in the driver section of the tube, in such a way that no adverse thermal effects will
result. The remainder of the power might be expected to impinge on two or three
of the final drift tubes in the output section of the tube. For estimation purposes it
has been assumed that 50 W of thermal power is incident on a single drift tube tip.
Figure 3-1 shows a typical representative drift tube and cavity web. The estimated
thermal impedance, assuming power input at the tip of the drift tube, is 3. 77°C/W.
The effect of the coupling slot in the web would be to increase the estimated thermal
impedance to approximately 4°C/W with an assumed web thickness of 0.020 in.
Incident power of 50 W would therefore increase the temperature of the drift tube
tip by 200°C above the cavity wall temperature, which can be assumed not to exceed
100°C. A maximum temperature of 300°C would appear to be reasonable, based on
test performance of other high power coupled-cavity. TWTs.
A summary of the selected preliminary design parameters is given in
Table 3.2. It should be emphasized that these parameters are chosen to guide the
design of the first experimental tube. They reflect a strong emphasis on the need
for high conversion efficiency and therefore may lead to a design with unforeseen
shortcomings. Test data from the first experimental tube will be used as basis for
design refinement.
14
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Figure 3-L Estimated Thermal Capacity of Drift Tube and Web for Initial
Tube Design
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TABLE 3.2
PRELIMINARY DESIGN PARAMETERS
Beam Voltage 15 kV
Beam Current 600 mA
Beam Perveance 0.327 juperv
Normalized Beam Radius (J3 r ) 0.6 rad
\5 O
Beam Diameter 0.044 in.
2
Beam Current Density 61.2 A/cm
Brillouin Field 1040 G
Magnetic Focusing Field 2500 G
Cathode Diameter 0.282 in.
Beam Convergence 40:1
2
Maximum Cathode Current Density 1.75 A/cm
Drift Tube Diameter 0.062 in.
Beam Filling Factor 0.70
Gap Spacing 0.040 in.
Cavity Period 0.150 in.
Web Thickness 0.020 in.
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4 . 0 A N A L Y T I C A L D E S I G N
The analytical design procedure is based on a number of Varian computer pro-
grams which model the rf interaction process in a coupled-cavity traveling wave tube.
These programs are used to refine the initial design; i. e., to ensure that the TWT
will perform at the required frequency when operated at the desired beam voltage and
beam current, as well as to predict the efficiency as a function of the particular
velocity resynchronization scheme being used. Because the programs are basically
analytic rather than synthetic in nature, it is necessary, in order to synthesize a
design, to compute a number of designs in order to systematically optimize a given
parameter.
4.1 REVIEW OF ANALYTIC CAPABILITY
Figure 4-1 outlines the steps and procedures typically employed in optimizing
a coupled-cavity tube design. Not all of these steps are employed in every design,
depending upon the design starting point and upon the design objectives. As seen in
the figure, many steps are used. A brief description of the various steps follows:
1. "CCAV" is a timeshare program which generates major design param-
eters through a generalized set of scaling relationships.
2. "CCEQCT" is a timeshare program which generates equivalent cir-
cuit elements to match a given set of circuit characteristics, such
as phase, impedance, and loss.
3. "SSCAV" timeshare program uses the equivalent circuit generated
by "CCEQCT" to calculate the complete small signal characteristics
of the coupled-cavity tube including gain, gain ripple, phase charac-
teristics and stability of each section. The number of severs, number
of cavities per section, gap-to-period ratios, loss patterns, etc.,
may all be optimized with the aid of this program.
4. Cold circuit measurements of actual circuit sections are made.
These include dielectric rod perturbation measurements for determining
^
circuit impedance. Circuit matching characteristics are also measured
17
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Figure 4-1. Procedure for Optimizing Coupled-Cavity TWT Design
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and can either be used directly or simulated in the equivalent circuit
models of the cavities.
5. "ZCAV" timeshare program reduces perturbation data to actual
impedance data useful for refining any initially assumed circuit
model. Equivalent circuits can be generated by "CCEQT" which
accurately represent any of the measured circuit sections, includ-
ing their loss characteristics.
6. The exact cavity field shape for use in either the large or small
signal Varian program is obtained either from "LAPLACE" which
solves the Laplace equation for arbitrary boundaries or from "RESCAV"
which solves the wave equation inside a cavity of arbitrary shape. A
one-dimensional field shape is used in the Varian computer model of
the cavities. This field shape is obtained by averaging the actual
field over the cross section of the beam. Electrons are numerically
integrated through this total gap field, so that in effect, all of the
space harmonic fields are accounted for in the analysis.
7. "LSCAV" calculates the large signal performance of coupled-cavity
tubes.
8. "GUN" solves the electron trajectories for arbitrary beam flow
problems including space charge, axially symmetric magnetic fields,
relativistic effects (including the self-magnetic field of the beam) and
the effects of thermal velocities. Collector beam spread calculations
may also be performed with this program in addition to the design of
electron guns. The "LAPLACE" program may also be used in conjunc-
tion with the "GUN" program for calculating the magnetic field con-
figurations in the gun and collector regions of the tube.
9. Varian's beam tester thoroughly evaluates the performance of actual
gun configurations. Normally, a beam test is not required except in
the case of gridded guns or guns of unusual design where it is desir-
able to perform an experimental verification of the computed design.
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10. "FOIL" is a timeshare program which will calculate either an aluminum
or a copper foil solenoid design. "MAGNET" is an additional program
for calculating wire-wound soelnoids.
These represent the principal design steps which would typically be employed
leading up to a "hot" test tube. Once a tube is tested the actual performance data are
available for refining portions of the design if necessary.
To compute the interaction in a TWT it is necessary to adequately model the
circuit and the beam. Both the Varian large and small signal programs employ a
common circuit model. The beam models differ-, for the large signal case it is
necessary to model the nonlinear beam processes whereas, in the small signal case,
a linear beam model suffices.
Circuit parameters are taken from actual cold test measurements which are
used to obtain an equivalent circuit representation of the coupled-cavity circuit as
proposed by Curnow (Ref. 5). This particular equivalent circuit models the actual
coupled-cavity circuit extremely well, both with regard to phase characteristics and
to the circuit interaction and matching impedances. When the coupled-cavity TWT
program is operated such that it derives all of the basic circuit quantities from the
equivalent circuit representation of the cavity, it is capable of accurately calculating
both inside and outside performance of the propagating passbands. In addition, the
equivalent circuit representation (with lossy elements) allows a more accurate calcu-
lation to be made by using complex interaction impedances rather than real impedances.
Operated in this manner, programs have been used to accurately predict the start-
oscillation conditions for band edge oscillations even when these oscillations occur
outside of the propagation band of the main interaction circuit.
One of the important features of the Varian programs is that the beam interacts
with the total gap field of the cavity so that interaction with all space harmonic com-
ponents of both forward and backward propagating waves is fully taken into account.
The shape of the actual gap fields (used as program input data) may be obtained either
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from actual measurements or by means of additional Varian computer programs
capable of solving either the Laplace or the wave equation for arbitrary cavity
geometries.
It has become increasingly clear that the usual small and large signal pro-
grams, based upon the Pierce concept of interaction with single space harmonic
field components, is entirely inadequate for describing the coupled-cavity tube in
which the electrons interact with gap-type fields. In addition, the Varian programs
have been designed to work with the actual tube parameters in terms of circuit dimen-
sions, velocities, currents, voltages, etc., rather than in terms of generalized
design parameters such as QC, b, ya, etc. Also, since the total electronic inter-
action is accounted for within the theory, it is unnecessary to adjust any of the
input data parameters to compensate for the effects of beam loading upon the
impedance or the propagating characteristics of the circuit. With dispersive cir-
cuits, for example, there is no need to artificially adjust parameters like Pierce's
"b" parameter to account for changes in synchronization conditions within the tube.
In place of Pierce's C parameter, which is artificially tied to only one component
2
of the total interaction impedance, the Varian program uses a total V /2P gap
impedance comparable to that used in klystron theory. In fact, this program works
equally well for TWTs or for klystrons, and calculations have checked favorably with
some of the more sophisticated klystron programs, both for small signal and for
large signal.
The gap voltage that is used in the calculation for any specific gap is that which
results from both the forward and backward propagating wave at any given instant of
time, so that the complete interaction is calculated. In the large signal calculation,
where a step-by-step forward integration process is employed, the proper backward
wave must be obtained through an iteration process. In coupled-cavity tubes with
large gains per cavity the backward wave accounts for much of the observed behavior.
Programs that do not properly account for the backward wave will generally be in
serious error at most all frequencies, with the possible exception of band center.
(The backward wave effects are very often minimal at band center where all backward
components are far from synchronism with the beam.)
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Typical input data to the programs are circuit voltage, beam current, circuit
and beam dimensions, matching conditions, cold circuit impedance and phase data,
description of the circuit field shape averaged over the beam cross section, and the
cavity Q and associated loss characteristics.
The beam and wave velocities are calculated from the input data, space charge
depression of the beam is calculated from the circuit and beam dimensions, space
charge forces are calculated directly from the geometry of the model, and gap coupling
is automatically calculated by integrating the electrons through the prescribed circuit
fields, all of which is accomplished in a fully relativistic manner. In place of the
usual QC, C, b, K, etc., Pierce parameters, the Varian program uses quantities
2
such as cu /oj, u /c, v /c, V /2P and other parameters related specifically to the
physical tube under.analysis rather than to a generalized set of parameters.
Since the disc electron beam model (properly treated) has proven accurate for
the case of distributed circuit interactions (as in a helix-type tube) it was also used
for modeling the beam in the large signal coupled-cavity programs. Although numerous
improvements have been made over the original Tien (Ref. 6) model, the discs used in
the Varian program are rigid, fixed charge, representing laminar one-dimensional
flow. Overtaking of electrons is allowed in the program. So far, it has not been
considered necessary to go to ring or other more elaborate electron models, although
this step has been given serious consideration and may well be implemented in the
future. However, the effects of specific electron models are not considered to be as
important as obtaining a proper description of the space charge forces between the
electron discs. This is particularly true in the regions of the gap where the boundary
conditions are considerably more complicated than for a drift tube.
Constant improvements are being made on the space charge modeling of the
beam forces, to achieve as close agreement with experiment as possible. Approxi-
mations have been removed from the original Tien model, both with respect to
evaluating the plasma frequency reduction factor and with respect to calculating the
range of the space charge forces between discs. Consideration has been given to
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models proposed by Kino and others which reduce the rather high force that is obtained
in the Tien model when two electrons approach each other. It is apparent that a force
of this type between two rather large "lumped" charges is not truly representative of
the forces that exist in a beam when it contains a very large number of electrons, each
having a very small charge. One solution is to employ a "thick" electron model with a
linearly varying force that passes through zero as the two electrons pass through each
other. The electron thickness in this model approaches zero as the total number of
electrons is increased. A model has also been implemented, that was proposed by
S. Wallender, in which the space charge fields are obtained by summing the field contri-
butions from the various harmonics which make up the total beam current. Since it
takes approximately 2N electron discs to accurately represent N beam harmonics,
Wallender sums only the N lowest beam harmonics, to achieve a more consistent force
relationship between the electron discs when a finite number of discs are used. The
effect of limiting the number of harmonics is to round off the discontinuity in the force
curve, as illustrated in Figure 4-2.
The large signal calculations carried out in the present investigation have employed
the Wallender space charge model. In this formalism the space charge field components
are derived from the Fourier components of the rf convection current which relates to
the time of arrival of the discs at a given location. Since the beam convection current
at a point is a periodic function of time, there is no explicit limit imposed by this formal-
ism on the number of rf cycles of discs employed. In the previously used thick disc
model, three rf cycles of discs were employed.
For the beam sizes generally encountered in most TWTs and klystrons, it is
felt that the large signal beam model used in the Varian program is as good as, if not
better than, the model used in other programs. Actually, a one-dimensional model has
been successfully used in Varian1 s large signal klystron programs to calculate efficiencies
in the 50% to 75% range with good experimental agreement. One Varian klystron with a
measured conversion efficiency of 75% has a computed conversion efficiency of 83%
(Ref. 7). Another klystron with a measured conversion efficiency of 60% has a.com-
puted conversion efficiency of less than 62% (Ref.; Goldfinger, A.; Lien, Erling L. :
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Private communication regarding design, fabrication and test of Varian 2 kW cw, S-
band klystron, Oct. 1972). In the former case, a program which properly took into
account radial rf fields and radial beam modulation could be expected to substantially
reduce the computed error. In the latter case, at the 60% efficiency level, little
improvement could be expected, certainly not enough to justify the increased computer
costs. These data would tend to verify the prediction that the effect of radial rf fields
in confined flow klystrons is significant only when the normalized gap voltage is extremely
high.
In high efficiency coupled-cavity traveling wave tubes the output cavity normal-
ized gap field will not likely reach the levels encountered in the 60% efficiency klystron
cited earlier. So long as the normalized beam diameter is small, as it must be, and
the beam is well confined, the one-dimensional rigid disc model which was used in the
present study should predict efficiency accurately. It is Varian's position that most
programs err because of inadequacies in the circuit models and in space charge force
calculations rather than because of the short-comings of the rigid disc model. For
examples in which very large variations in field occur over the beam cross section, or
for tubes employing Brillouin or PPM focusing, a ring model may very well improve
the calculation. It is possible that this and other improvements may be added as the
program capabilities are improved. Based on Varian's large signal klystron program,
failure to account for radial interaction effects, leads to no appreciable effect until
efficiencies greater than 60% are reached.
4. 2 SMALL SIGNAL ANALYSIS
The initial small signal analysis begins with the assumed initial design param-
eters given in Table 3.2. A four-times scale model of the cavity was built in order to
obtain impedance data for the small signal computer simulation. The scaled circuit
permits ease of measurement and will be used to experimentally adjust the size of the
coupling iris required to obtain the desired cold bandpass characteristics of the circuit.
The preliminary circuit design employs a circuit with approximately 2% cold
bandwidth. This choice, based on experience, should provide the required hot
25
bandwidth of approximately 1%, while yielding the highest possible interaction im- ,
pedance.
The design of the slow wave circuit coupling slot is empirical. Analytical
design techniques have not been developed to aid in the selection of the optimum
coupling slot. Generally a trial slot is cut somewhat smaller than experience would
predict is required. After measuring the bandwidth produced by the first trial slot
it is usually possible to enlarge the slot for successive trials until the required band-
width is achieved.
The four-times scale model used in the first trial cold-test circuit is shown
in Figure 4-3. The cavity walls have been tapered in order to achieve the highest
possible impedance. Figure 4-4 shows the measured normalized phase curve for
the cold-test circuit. The frequency and bandwidth of this circuit are quite close
to the desired values. Perturbation measurements of this cold-test circuit yielded
a measured cavity R/Q of 65.
The equivalent circuit for the preliminary design was obtained using computer
programs "ZCAV" and "CCEQT". Figure 4-5 shows the assumed normalized phase
curve for the preliminary circuit. Figure 4-6 shows the computed interaction im-
2
pedance, V /2P. Figure 4-7 shows the computed Pierce impedance for the space
harmonic of interest.
To compute the circuit performance it is necessary to generate a gap field shape
function. This is done by solving the wave equation for a single cavity with extended
drift tubes. The axial electric field in the gap at the tunnel radius is assumed to be the
mean of the field which would exist in an ideal gridded gap and the field which would
exist between the tips of infinitesimally thin cylinders. The Fourier coefficients for
these assumed fields are sin (nx)/(nx) and J (nx) respectively. The Fourier period
is chosen long enough to assure an accurate representation of the fields within the tunnel
to a point where the axial field is less than 2% of the gap. A sufficient number of Fourier
terms are used to assure the required accuracy. The resultant normalized gap field
26
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is plotted in Figure 4-8. The field plotted is the axial electric field averaged over the
assumed beam area (70% filling factor) assuming unity peak gap voltage and unity
circuit period.
Starting with an estimated gain per cavity of approximately 4 dB and assuming
a required small signal gain of 46 dB (in order to meet the 40 dB saturated gain
requirement) and assuming a three section tube with launching loss of 10 dB and
sever loss of 5 dB per sever, a requirement of approximately 17 cavities in the cir-
cuit is established. In order to achieve high efficiency it is desirable to have more
than 26 dB gain beyond the final sever. A seven cavity output section was thus indicated.
To minimize gain ripple it is desirable to use one less cavity in the center section than
in the output section. This leaves four cavities for the input section.
A number of preliminary calculations of small signal gain employing pro-
gram "SSCAV" were used to adjust the cavity period so as to center the hot passband
at 12. 2 GHz and to find out how to distribute the circuit loss to achieve stability and
minimize gain ripple.
The final iteration of the initial design provides the results shown in Figure 4-9.
The computed small signal gain is approximately 46 dB and varies less than 1.6 dB
over the required operating band. Figure 4-10 shows the computed stability diagram
for the output circuit. It is a plot to start oscillation current vs beam voltage for
the two lowest current oscillation modes. These data are obtained by operating
"SSCAV" in a search mode which automatically locates the frequency and beam cur-
rent for which the small signal gain is infinite for any given beam voltage.
Figure 4-11 is a plot of computed phase shift through the tube. It shows the
relative change in output phase as a function of frequency. A linear component of
2. 7°/MHz has been subtracted from the total phase shift through the tube. At no
point in the operating band does A0(u>) deviate more than the required 1. 2° maximum
2
2 2
over any 10 MHz segment of bandwidth. Figure 4-12 presents d 0(cj)/do; as a
function of frequency. It can be seen that this quantity remains below the 0.05°/MHz
required maximum for each of the 40 MHz segments of interest.
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Figure 4-9. Computed Small Signal Gain for First Prototype Circuit
(From Teletype)
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Figure 4-10. Stability Diagram for First Prototype Circuit
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The small signal gain computer program has been used to provide some design
modification and to fill in those small signal design parameters which could not be
chosen at the time of the initial electrical design. A complete compilation of small
signal parameters for the first experimental tube is given in Table 4.1.
The use of the small signal computer program and other related programs
has been illustrated in this section. Further refinements or changes in design dic-
tated by large signal computer results or from tests of an actual TWT can be incor-
porated into the design as needed. This small signal design is a starting point for the
large signal calculations which follow.
4. 3 LARGE SIGNAL ANALYSIS
The large signal analysis is used primarily to investigate those design param-
eters which determine the conversion efficiency of the TWT. While many tube param-
eters influence efficiency to some extent, there are two areas of principal concern:
1. The design of a velocity resynchronization section near the output
of the tube, which may involve changes in the circuit velocity, in
the beam velocity, or both.
2. The gain in the output section of the tube and the distribution of
circuit loss in this section of the tube.
The large signal analysis of the preliminary design was used to predict the
performance of the first experimental tube, a tube which did not incorporate velocity
resynchronization. as well as to provide circuit velocity taper design information,
which, in conjunction with the test results from the first experimental tube would
provide the design basis for subsequent tubes.
Figure 4-13 is a plot of output power vs drive power at midband for the design
example derived in Section 4.2. The computed saturated efficiency is 19.6% with
drive power of 158 mW at 40. 5 dB gain. Figure 4-14 shows, for the same example,
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TABLE 4.1
FINAL SMALL SIGNAL DESIGN
Beam Voltage
Beam Current
Beam Perveance
Beam Diameter
Drift Tube Diameter
Beam Filling Factor
Brillouin Field
Magnetic Focusing Field
Gap Spacing
Cavity Period
Average Web Thickness
Cold Passband
Hot Band Center
Small Signal Gain
Number of Sections
Input Section
Cavity Q
Center Section
Cavity Q
Output Section
Cavity Q — First Cavity
Second and Third Cavities
Final Four Cavities
Total Number of Cavities
15
600
0.327
0.044
0.062
0.70
1040
2500
0.040
0.164
0.020
12. 10 - 12.35
12.2
46
3
4
500
6
500
7
100
500
2000
17
kV
mA
/uperv
in.
in.
G
G
in.
in.
in.
GHz
GHz
dB
cavities
cavities
cavities
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Figure 4-13. Computed Output Power vs Drive Power for Preliminary Design
(No Velocity Resynchronization)
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how the power and fundamental component of beam current build up along the circuit
at saturation. This figure shows the adequacy of the gain in the output section; i .e . ,
the power level at the second sever is about 21 dB above drive level. The forward wave
power being delivered into the second sever load is therefore approximately 20 W or
about 1% of the output power. Additional gain in the output section would decrease the
electronic stability of the tube without a significant increase in efficiency. The funda-
mental component of rf convection current is seen to reach a maximum value of 1. 44
just past the center of the 16th cavity. This very high value of rf current results from
employing synchronous bunching; the low efficiency demonstrates the need for velocity
r esynchronization.
A search was made for an optimum velocity taper using the above described
circuit as a starting point. One-, two-, and three-cavity tapers were studied. The
optimum taper for this circuit was found to be one in which the 16th cavity was re-
duced to 0. 75 normal period and the 17th cavity to 0. 50 normal length. For ease of
computation it was assumed that the tapered cavities would have identical impedance
and loss to those they replaced. In actual,practice it would be difficult to achieve
the required taper without compromising impedance.
The computed performance of the 75-50 tapered TWT is illustrated in Figure 4-
15. The saturated drive level at 12. 2 GHz is 350 mW compared with the untapered
tube which required only 158 mW. The build up in power and rf beam current is
shown in Figure 4-15. This figure is superficially similar to the previous figure for
the untapered design, however, the conversion efficiency in the latter case has risen
to 48%. The fundamental current reaches a maximum value of 1.43 in the middle of
the 16th gap, then abruptly decays as the resynchronized circuit wave extracts power
from the bunched beam. The net gain in the output section of the tapered tube is
approximately 0. 5 dB greater than in the untapered case.
The computed efficiency of the initial tapered design is close to the 50% speci-
fied conversion efficiency. This estimate is probably optimistic since it assumes that
the tapered cavities have not lost interaction impedance. A more detailed analysis of
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other factors which effect the conversion efficiency of a coupled-cavity TWT, includ-
ing analysis of the phase trajectories of the electron discs and the anomalous effect
of the backward wave on the gap voltages, is offered in a later section. An examina-
tion of voltage jump performance is also presented.
4.4. GUN AND BEAM ANALYSIS
The electron gun is of the type commonly called "convergent confined flow"
but perhaps more accurately named "space charge balanced flow. " The object of
the design is to obtain a beam which is laminar and unscalloped and maintained in
equilibrium with a magnetic focusing field approximately 2. 5 times the Brillouin
field. Gittens (Ref. 8) has shown that to produce and maintain a cylindrical beam in
space charge balanced flow it is necessary (but not sufficient) to satisfy the following
equation.
R
o
o
where r is the beam radius, B, is the Brillouin field for a beam of radius r with
o b o
uniform current density, B is the magnetic focusing field and R is the radius of
the flux line which cuts the outer edge of the cathode which produced the beam. In
t
addition, the beam injected into the focusing field must have been laminar, of uniform
current density and without a radial component of velocity. In practice it is not
possible to satisfy these conditions exactly, nevertheless they may be satisfied well
enough to provide an adequate beam.
For the present design B = 2. 5 B, and Equation (4.1) reduces to:
R
— = 0 . 9 6
r
o
i .e . , the flux line which cuts the outer edge of the cathode has a final radius only
slightly less than the radius of the beam.
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One procedure used to design electron guns for space charge balanced flow
starts with an electrostatic gun design which produces a highly laminar beam of uni-
form current density with minimum beam radius equal to the desired final beam
radius. If a magnetic field can be found which has flux lines which exactly follow
the electrostatic beam trajectories from the cathode to the beam minimum, then the
application of this magnetic field will not perturb the electron trajectories. If, at
the electrostatic beam minimum, the magnet field can be made to abruptly increase
so as to satisfy Equation (4.1) then all the conditions for space charge balanced flow
will have been met. While it is not possible to abruptly change the magnetic field,
it is usually possible, in practice, to find a field shape which produces the same
effect.
An alternative design procedure starts with an electrostatic gun which pro-
duces a beam having a minimum radius slightly larger than the desired beam. A
magnetic field is applied, the flux lines of which are tangent to the electron trajec-
tories at the cathode, but which converge very slightly more rapidly than the electro-
static trajectories. The resultant magnetic forces cause a slight adiabatic compression
of the beam and, when properly implemented, can produce a relatively scallop-free
space charge balanced beam.
The computer aided design procedure for the electron gun comprises the
following steps:
1. A trial gun is designed based on Pierce (Ref. 9) theory or on
existing gun designs.
2. A computer run of the electrostatic trial gun is made to determine
whether this gun will produce an adequately laminar beam of the
correct perveance and convergence.
3. Adjustments are made and the gun is recomputed until a satisfac-
tory electrostatic beam is produced.
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4. A polepiece configuration which will produce the desired magnetic
field shape is derived from design curves which have been produced
by the solution of Laplace's equation for a large number of pole-
piece configurations.
5. Beam trajectories are computed for the gun in the presence of the
chosen magnetic field.
6. Adjustments are made, if needed, until the computed beam trajec-
tories satisfy the requirements of the design.
7. The computer designed gun is tested in the beam analyzer. Further
modifications to the design are made, if needed, to bring the gun up
to the required performance levels.
The computed electrostatic beam trajectories for the fourth trial gun design
are shown in Figure 4-16. This design shows good laminarity and a minimum beam
diameter of 0.046 in. The computed perveance is 0. 3314 juperv and the maximum
2 -
cathode loading is 1. 75 A/cm .
After three trial runs in the beam analyzer a polepiece configuration was
found which produced the results shown in Figure 4-17. This figure shows a sequence
of cross sections of beam current density as the beam proceeds downstream from
the anode. The gun has been scaled-up in size in order to increase the accuracy of
measurement in the beam analyzer. Some spiralling of the beam is evident. The
beam analyzer is built to accommodate adjustment of the cathode anode spacing in
order to adjust the gun perveance. This valuable feature unfortunately limits the
accuracy of cathode anode alignment. In an actual gun it should be possible to com-
pletely eliminate this spiralling effect. With the spiralling eliminated, this design
will provide a beam with a nominal diameter of 0.044 in. with 7% ripple.
The electron beam is required to exit into a magnetically field-free collector.
The maximum collector field at a position two exit hole diameters beyond the collector
polepiece face must be less than 0. 5% of the focusing field.
46
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E beam = 10 kV
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4.6
Figure 4-17. Beam Current Density Profile vs Distance
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The inner collector polepiece design is shown in Figure 4-18. The pole-
piece material is annealed CRS. The measured axial magnetic field is shown in
Figure 4-19. This polepiece configuration produces a maximum collector field less
than 0.4% of the focusing .field. These measurements show the collector field reach-
ing a maximum one-half inch beyond the outer face of the solenoid end cap which
would indicate that the solenoid shield is as important as, if not more important than,
the internal polepiece in providing the required overall shielding.
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5 . 0 M E C H A N I C A L D E S I G N
The VTX-6681A1 resembles other coupled-cavity traveling wave tubes in
most respects. The major departures from normal design are brought about by
the requirement that this tube be operable inside a space-simulating vacuum chamber.
It is necessary to provide a removable collector which for experimental purposes, is
to be replaced by a multistage depressed collector for efficiency enhancement studies.
The electron gun is also required to be demountable so that it may be re-
placed in case it is inadvertently damaged in operation by loss of vacuum.
The focusing solenoid is also unusual in that it must be capable of being
baked out so that the system may be evacuated to the pressure levels appropriate to
traveling wave tube operation.
5. 1 CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is constructed of copper discs. Machined into the discs are a drift
tube, an intercavity web with coupling slot, and an outer rim which forms the cavity
wall. These discs are stacked, with coupling slots alternated, and brazed together
inside an alignment fixture. The circuit stack is then brazed inside a copper sleeve
which provides additional stiffness and may be used as a coolant manifold. Figure 5-1
shows a typical output circuit section including coolant tubings.
Each end of each circuit section is matched to a low height waveguide. At
the sever end of the circuit section this waveguide is part of a sever load such as
shown in Figure 5-2. At the input and output ends of the circuit the waveguide is
tapered into a window assembly as shown in Figure 5-3. The window is of the thick
poker chip variety. The sever load employs a number of lossy ceramic wedges
brazed to a plate, which is backed by a coolant chamber. This sever load is capable
of dissipating 500 W of rf power without gassing.
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The input and output waveguides are brought out at the gun end of the tube as
shown in Figure 5-4. This inverted arrangement allows the tube to be inserted into
the focusing solenoid, leaving the collector region free of cumbersome waveguide
assemblies which would interfere with mounting of the experimental depressed
collector.
Gun and collector polepieces made of soft iron are brazed to the circuit
assembly and machined to mount snugly within the solenoid end caps, thereby com-
pleting the magnetic circuit of the solenoid. The collector polepiece is made very
thick to minimize stray flux within the collector.
Figure 5-5 is a preliminary layout showing the tube mounted in the focus-
ing solenoid.
5.2 COLLECTOR CONSTRUCTION
Figure 5-6 shows the demountable collector mounted on the collector pole-
piece. The collector is of conventional design, taken from a 10 kW klystron. It is
supported by a ceramic insulator in order to allow measurement of beam transmission.
The major feature of the collector design is the heliarc flange by which it is
mounted to the collector polepiece. This is designed to provide maximum unimpeded
access to the beam exit tunnel upon removal of the collector.
5.3 ELECTRON GUN CONSTRUCTION
Figure 5-7 shows the demountable electron gun. The gun ceramic is made
large in order to minimize leakage in a less than optimum environment. The ceramic
is shielded from the cathode assembly by the focus electrode support and by the
deep magnetic shield which extends back from the gun polepiece. The magnetic
shield serves the additional purpose of shielding the electron gun from stray external
fields.
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5-4. Photo of VTX-6681A1. S. N. 101
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Figure 5-5. Preliminary Layout of First Experimental Tube
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The cathode employed is a dispenser cathode, because an oxide coated
cathode could not be expected to provide the cathode current density required in
this application. The cathode is supported by a cylindrical sleeve which is mounted
inside the focus electrode support sleeve and brazed to a diaphragm at the base of
the gun ceramic. During operation it is possible to make small adjustments to the
cathode using a fixture which clamps on the gun base and provides a means of dis-
torting the mounting diaphragm in a carefully controlled manner.
The original gun is mounted on the gun polepiece by means of a heliarc
sleeve on the gun flange. Replacement guns are provided with holes drilled through
the gun flange. These guns are mounted by means of machine screws which pass
through the gun flange and engage tapped holes in the gun polepiece.
5.4 SOLENOID CONSTRUCTION
The focusing solenoid is required to be bakeable in a vacuum chamber to
250°C minimum. The solenoid used in this program has been designed to withstand
bakeout temperatures to 300°C. To minimize the evolution of gasses during bakeout
the solenoid is completely free of all plastics or other high vapor pressure materials.
The magnet coils are made of aluminum foil insulated with aluminum oxide, formed
by anodizing the foil. The coils are insulated from the magnet case and magnet
coolant plate with mica. Although the cooling efficiency is relatively poor, the
ability of the magnet to operate at high foil temperatures minimizes the need for
good thermal contact between the magnet coils and the magnet cooling plate.
The focusing solenoid core or bobbin is made of nonmagnetic stainless steel.
The solenoid case is made of annealed cold rolled steel coated with electrodeposited
nickel, to avoid corrosion. The end plates of the case are made 1 in. thick in order
to avoid flux leakage in the collector region.
The focusing solenoid mechanical and electrical characteristics are sum-
marized in Table 5.1.
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TABLE 5.1
FOCUSING SOLENOID APPLICATION DATA
Magnetic Field
Current
Voltage (Winding Temperature of 120°C)
Resistance at 20°C
Nonoperating Temperature
Coolant
Flow
Weight
Length of Gap
Length of Magnet
Inner Diameter
Outer Diameter
3000
25
69
1
300
Water
1.5
175
3.0
5.0
4.0
16.0
G
A
V
Ohm (max)
°C
gpm
Ib
in.
in.
in.
in.
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6 . 0 E X P E R I M E N T A L R E S U L T S
This section is divided into two parts. The first part contains a review of the
results obtained from testing the five tubes which were built. The second part is a
review of analytical results based on use of the Varian large signal computer program.
6.1 RESULTS OF TUBE TESTS
For ease of testing, the initial cold test work was carried out using scaled up
cavities based on an assumed actual cavity period of 0.150 in. Computer calculations
described in Section 4.0 indicated a required period of 0.164 in. The cavity section
for the first tube is shown in Figure 6-1. The cavity walls are tapered for maximum
interaction impedance. The gap length has been increased from the initially estimated
0.040 in. to 0.044 in. to maintain the gap-to-period ratio of 0. 268.
The Brillouin diagram for the circuit is shown in Figure 6-2. The passband
is centered around 12.1 GHz and the bandwidth is approximately 2%. The circuit had
scaled about 1% low in frequency because of the increase in the cavity period. Rescal-
ing the circuit for better band-centering would have delayed the program without enhanc-
ing our ability to meet the program objectives for the first experimental tube.
The interaction impedance of the cold test circuit was measured by standard
perturbation techniques. An equivalent circuit was fitted to the cold test data as a first
step in building a model for computer simulation. The computed interaction impedances
2
are shown in Figure 6-3. The total impedance is V /2P, where V is the peak gap
voltage and P is the power flowing in the equivalent circuit. The Pierce impedance is
derived from the total impedance with a knowledge of the field shape in the gap. The
gap field shape is needed to relate the cold test perturbation data to the total impedance
and is derived by solving the wave equation for r £ a, where a is the drift tube radius.
Solving the wave equation requires an assumption of the field shape at r = a. We
assume a field shape which is intermediate between a constant field and a field with
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Pierce Impedance on Axis
12. QQ 12.05 12.10 12.15 12.20 12.25
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 6-3. Measured Total Impedance and Pierce Impedance for
VTX-6681A1, S. N. 101
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sharp "horns" which would occur if the drift tips were infinitely sharp. Using this
technique, the calculated field shape near the middle of the gap is virtually indistin-
quishable from the Laplace field for the exact gap geometry, and the calculated field
near the middle of the drift tube is known to be accurate, since it satisfies the wave
equation and is noncritical with respect to the assumed field shape. The Pierce im-
pedance shown in Figure 6-3 is that for the first forward- wave space harmonic of the
circuit. It is presented here for comparison and not used in the computer simulation
of the TWT. The Pierce impedance of the n space harmonic is defined by
where
L
., en e(z) dz
T—i - —L -L ,
 x ,f e(z) dz
oJ
and V = peak gap voltage
L = periodic length of circuit
ft = propagation number of n space harmonic
e(z) = total axial electric field of the slow-wave circuit
P = power propagating on slow-wave circuit
Combining Equations (6.1) and (6.2) we obtain
< 6 ' 2 >v
 '
M \2
-TT-) ( 6 - 3 >
where L
J ej/?nL e(z) dz
o J e(z) dz
Equation (6.3) relates each of the Pierce space harmonic impedances to the total
2
impedance V /2P.
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The circuit of the first experimental tube contains seventeen identical cavities
with two severs. There is no velocity taper and no attempt has been made to equalize
the gain by controlling the mismatch at the severs. No additional loss has been added
to the circuit. The measured Q of a very lightly coupled cavity was approximately
1000 . Pierce (Ref . 10) shows a relation between Q and loss per wavelength in a coupled-
cavity circuit in the form:
27 3 VDdE/wavelength = ' • -p- (6 .5)
This expression may be converted to a more usable form by multiplying by
to obtain
,_, , ., 27.3 _dB/cavity = — • - (6.6)
Using Equation (6. 6) the midband loss is found to be 0. 43 dB/cavity.
The sever load VSWR is shown in Figure 6-4. This is a relatively broadband
sever load which has been tuned to an almost perfect match over the hot design band-
width .
The electron gun was designed for 0. 325 juperv. The gun of the first experi-
mental tube exhibited a /uperv of 0. 300, and represented a slight error in estimating
the thermal expansion of the gun assembly. Figure 6-5 is a plot of body current
versus focusing magnet current for the tube operating under cathode pulsed conditions.
At the design value of the focusing field, 2500 G, the body interception was less than
0, 7%. These tests under pulsed conditions appear slightly pessimistic in view of sub-
sequent cw measurement which yielded 2 mA of interception at 15 kV with 550 mA of
beam current and a focusing field of 2500 G; i.e. , 99.6% transmission. The smooth
variation of interception current with focusing magnet current is evidence of a satis-
factory gun design and proper magnetic field shaping.
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6.1.1 Serial Number 101 Test Results
The first experimental tube was initially operated under pulsed con-
ditions to check for instability without thermally overstressing the circuit and sever
loads. Band edge oscillation was encountered at a beam voltage of 12 kV + 100 V.
Figure 6-6 shows the peak power output versus frequency at a drive power of 50 mW.
The saturated gain at maximum power output is 47 dB with 30% conversion efficiency.
Drive-induced oscillation is evident at 12.25 GHz.
Figure 6-7 shows the small signal gain under cw operation at three
different beam voltages. The computed small signal gain at 15 kV is superimposed
for comparison. Two factors stand out: (1) the tube exhibits significant gain above
the upper band edge, and (2) large gain variations within the band are indicative of
poor matching.
The measured saturated efficiency under cw operation is shown in
Figure 6-8. The output power was measured calorimetrically and is perhaps a little
conservative. The discrepancy between the efficiency measured here and the pulsed
measurements is believed to be due to a deterioration in the output match. The com-
puted efficiency for this tube at 12.18 GHz, under the operating conditions specified,
is 24.4%. Low efficiency is not surprising since the tube is operating near synchro-
nism. At 16 kV and full perveance, drive-induced oscillations were encountered be-
cause of higher gain and poor matches.
The tube was operated with a temperature-limited cathode at 16 kV
beam voltage, a voltage more favorable for high efficiency with an untapered circuit.
The results of this test are shown in Figure 6-9. During these tests, with 400 mW
drive power at 12. 25 GHz, the body current exceeded 30 mA and the power supply
shut down.
Several attempts were made to turn the tube on, but in each case the
body current, without drive, was about 10% of the,beam current and the power supply
was shut down automatically.
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The VSWR looking into the output was then measured and found to
be very poor. The measured output VSWR before and after hot testing is shown in
Figure 6-10.
The tube was disassembled and examined. No melted drift tubes
were encountered; however, the output gap spacing was found to have decreased by
0. 001 in. , which is sufficient to explain the poor output match. An examination of the
electron gun showed that the cathode was eccentric with respect to the focus electrode
by approximately 0.003 in. This was the apparent cause of poor beam transmission.
The test data from SN 101 are in substantial agreement with analytical
predictions. These tests have demonstrated the adequacy of the collector, the sever
loads, the focusing solenoid and the beam optics. A mechanical defect in the cathode
support structure requires correction.
The irreversible thermal detuning of the output cavity shows a weak-
ness in the design which must be dealt with. The thin cavity web, which was chosen
to maximize circuit impedance is mechanically and thermally inadequate. The narrow
band circuit, which was also chosen to maximize circuit impedance, is least tolerant
of thermal detuning. A larger gap spacing might improve the situation by reducing
the gap tuning rate.
6.1.2 Serial Number 102 Test Results
The design of SN 102 takes account of the inadequacies of the first
experimental tube and is also intended to provide necessary experimental informa-
tion on velocity tapering.
The cathode support structure was modified to correct the defect
detected in the first tube.
To improve the thermal capacity and mechanical strength of the
cavity web, its thinnest part, near the hub, was increased in thickness from 0.010
and 0.020 in. To decrease the gap tuning rate the gap length was increased from
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0.044 to 0.050 in. To improve the rf circuit match the coupling slot impedance was
lowered. The cold bandwidth of the circuit was increased to 4% in order to make the
circuit less dimensionally critical.
A five-times scale model of the circuit was built to facilitate cold
testing. The measured Brillouin diagram for the cold test circuit is shown in Fig-
ure 6-11. The interaction impedance computed from measurements of the cold test
circuit is shown in Figure 6-12.
The rf match to the new circuit is illustrated in Figure 6-13. This
figure shows how the match changes when the input gap spacing is varied + 0.005 in.,
which in the X-band circuit would represent a gap change of + 0.001 in. The match is
seen to be relatively noncritical and the tube should thus be less susceptable to thermal
detuning.
In order to fit within the existing focusing solenoid it has been neces-
sary to design the second tube with less gain than the first tube. The output section
has been increased to eight cavities to ensure sufficient gain beyond the final sever.
There are 18 cavities in all with five cavities in both the input and center sections.
Figure 6-14 illustrates the configuration of the cavity and coupling slots. Figure 6-15
is the measured Brillouin diagram for this circuit. The insertion loss was measured
to be 0. 35 dB/cavity at midband. A schematic of the output velocity taper is shown in
Figure 6-16. The two-cavity velocity taper is achieved by reducing the height of the
penultimate cavity and offsetting drift tubes. An effort has been made to maintain the
highest possible impedance in the reduced velocity section, particularly in the output
cavity.
The computed small signal gain is shown in Figure 6-17. The gain
variation over the operating band is approximately 1 dB. The computed efficiency
for this design is 38%. The last two drift spaces have velocity ratios of 0. 90 and
0. 70. A two-cavity taper with velocity ratios of 0. 75, 0. 70 shows a computed effi-
ciency of 40%. The highest computed efficiency for this circuit is 42% which is
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Figure 6-12. Interaction Impedance (V /2P) of 5:1 Scaled Cold Test Circuit
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Figure 6-13. Input VSWR of Prototype Cold Test Circuit with Three Different
Gap Spacings in First Cavity
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Figure 6-17. Computer Plot of Small Signal Gain for VTX-6681A1, S. N. 102
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achieved using a three-cavity taper with velocity ratios of 0. 90, 0. 85, 0. 70. This
compares with the computed 48% efficiency of the high impedance circuit used in the
first experimental tube and indicates the price that must be paid as a result of doubling
the cold circuit bandwidth.
Figure 6-18 is a plot of measured start oscillation current versus
beam voltage with experimental points superposed on the computed curve. The
measured instability "tongue" above 15 kV is not in agreement with the theory.
This instability was found to be a slot mode oscillation at 27.6 GHz. Below
14 kV, oscillation occurs near the upper band edge at 12.5 GHz. This is a
so-called band edge oscillation. These oscillations imply insufficient rf loss in
the output circuit.
Figure 6-19 is a plot of power output versus frequency at a beam
voltage of 15 kV and a beam current of 250 mA. Over a 120 MHz band centered at
12. 2 GHz the power output varies by 1.9 dB.
Further measurements were carried out under cw operating condi-
tions. The onset of instability, or instability threshold, was difficult to measure be-
cause it depends critically on the magnetic focusing field. The relationship between
focusing field and instability is unpredictable. Sometimes stability is improved by
increasing solenoid current, in other instances increased solenoid current causes
stability deterioration.
The most noticeable and reproducible characteristic of the tube is
an abrupt reduction in the "slot mode" starting current at a beam voltage near 14. 8
kV. Figure 6-20 shows the measured effect of changing beam voltage at constant
beam current. It is a plot of power output versus frequency at constant drive power,
with beam voltage as a parameter. Below 14. 75 kV, a small change in beam voltage
produces a slight offset in the passband, as predicted. At 15 kV, the midband gain
has dropped by 1 dB due to the onset of the "slot mode" oscillation. At 15. 25 kV the
"slot mode" has become sufficiently strong to reduce midband gain by 6 dB. At higher
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beam currents the "slot mode" is encountered at lower beam voltages. The maxi-
mum gain shown in Figure 6-20 is approximately 24 dB.
Figure 6-21 shows the power output vs frequency with drive power
as a parameter. The beam current has been reduced to 170 mA to ensure stability.
The slight increase in gain with drive is normal for an overvoltage tube. Figure 6-
22 shows power output vs drive for a case in which the beam current is sufficiently
high to cause instability at zero drive. For drive levels below 2.4 W the instability
causes the output to vary erratically. Above 2.4 W drive the "slot mode" is suppressed
by the interaction of the fundamental mode and the tube saturates in normal fashion.
The maximum power output is 2 kW at a conversion efficiency of 30%. Higher con-
version efficiencies were not measured, because at higher beam currents it was not
possible to drive through the instability region.
Figure 6-23 is a plot of beam interception vs solenoid current. The
cathode is space charge limited although the beam current is slightly low because the
cathode has been retracted to maximize beam transmission. Since the tube is oscil-
lating, the rf fields can be expected to be large throughout the entire output section
and rf defocusing might be worse than that anticipated in a stable tube at full drive.
The beam transmission is better than 98% over a range of almost 4 A of solenoid
current.
6.1.3 Serial Number 103 Test Results
SN 103 was built with lossy material sprayed on some of the coupling
slots in order to avoid the electronic instability encountered in SN 102. In other
respects it is essentially identical to its predecessor. The coupling slot loss was
applied by spraying powdered iron through a mask which results in a film of iron
powder 0.005 in. thick, in and around the coupling slot. This iron powder was sin-
tered to the copper web to ensure good adhesion. Figure 6-24 illustrates how the
lossy material is applied to the coupling slots. Figure 6-25 shows the insertion loss
of an eight cavity test circuit before and after the application of slot loss to five of the
seven cavity slots. The end slots have been left uncoated to facilitate matching the
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test circuit. The midband insertion loss can be seen to have increased by approxi-
mately 1. 5 dB or 0. 3 dB per coated slot. The uncoated circuit exhibits a midband
insertion loss of approximately 0. 35 dB per cavity. The eight cavity output circuit
of the tube is designed with four lossy slots in order to minimize slot mode insta-
bility. The output cavities are left lossless in order to maintain high efficiency.
The measured output rf match is shown in Figure 6-26. The pertur-
bation of the cavity parameters due to the lossy slots has degraded the match near the
band edges. The match over the operating band is better than 1.5:1 and should be ade-
quate to demonstrate the performance of the tube.
Pulse tests on SN 103 at 1% duty showed the tube to be electronically
stable at beam voltages between 11 and 16 kV. This compares with SN 102 which was
stable only between 14. 2 and 15. 2 kV. In both tubes band edge oscillations were de-
tected below the stability range and slot mode oscillations were encountered above
the stability range. SN 103 exhibited the increased stability which the additional slot
loss was intended to provide. The tube was operated at rated beam current and beam
voltage with zero to saturated drive across the entire cold passband without instability.
Figure 6-27 shows output power versus frequency at indicated drive
levels with beam voltage of 15. 6 kV and beam current of 630 mA. The slightly higher
than nominal beam voltage was chosen to achieve band centering at 12. 2 GHz. These
are pulsed measurements at 1% duty. The measured maximum peak beam intercep-
tion at full drive was 10 mA.
The measured small signal gain is lower than anticipated. Other
measurements at 15. 2 kV and at 15.0 kV show a small signal gain very nearly equal
to that measured at 15. 6 kV; i. e. , approximately 33 dB at 12.2 GHz. Figure 6-28
shows the small signal gain and the large gain versus frequency with the tube operated
at 15. 2 kV at 2% duty. The results at this beam voltage are not significantly different
from those taken at 15. 6 kV. The midband small signal gain is approximately 33 dB
and the large signal gain is 26 to 27 dB. The measured maximum power was 1.9 kW
which corresponds to a conversion efficiency of 20%.
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Figure 6-29 shows the rf match looking into the output of the tube.
The excellent midband match deteriorates abruptly at both ends of the passband giving
almost the appearance of a passband within a passband. A similar difficulty in obtain-
ing a good rf match over the entire cold passband was recently encountered in the
development of a 10 kW, X-band coupled-cavity traveling wave tube at Varian. The
difficulty was found to be the result of a failure to achieve sufficient accuracy in
cutting coupling slots; i .e . , there was a slight random distribution of coupling slot
lengths. The tube was redesigned with slightly increased cold bandwidth (initial tests
having shown insufficient hot bandwidth) particular care being taken to achieve uni-
formity of coupling slot length. The resultant tube exhibited 5 dB greater small signal
gain than its predecessor, although it would otherwise have been expected to lose
approximately 2 dB in small signal gain, because of the increase in bandwidth.
The degree to which the slot tolerance problem may have affected the
performance of the third experimental tube is not known. The fact that SN 103 has much
narrower bandwidth than the tube described earlier would tend to make it less tolerant
of circuit imperfections. Spraying some of the slots with iron powder, as was done,
would tend to aggravate the problem.
Cw testing of the third experimental tube was undertaken to verify the
pulsed tests and to investigate thermal stability. Beam interception versus beam
voltage at constant solenoid current is shown in Figure 6-30. Beam interception at
15 kV without drive is approximately equal to that measured under full drive during
pulse testing. At 13 kV the tube was found to oscillate at the band edge, whereas under
pulse testing, band edge oscillation started below 11 kV. With power output displayed
on the oscilloscope and drive swept across the 12.0 to 12.5 GHz band, the beam voltage
and magnet current were adjusted for optimum performances. Initially, the power
output curve closely resembled that measured during the pulse tests. Within 15 minutes
the oscilloscope trace showed three power peaks whereas formerly there had been only
one. Soon thereafter, the power output trace exhibited an abrupt discontinuity which was
associated with drive-induced oscillation. Hot testing was discontinued pending analysis
of the cause of the deteriorating performance.
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Figure 6-31 shows the rf match of the output of the tube after cw test.
The match had deteriorated to such an extent that further hot testing could not be ex-
pected to give interpretable results. The collector was removed in order to investi-
gate what had happened to the output circuit to cause the noted change in rf match.
By inserting a mandrel in the drift tubes it was determined that drift tube melting had
probably not occurred. Feeler gauges were inserted to determine whether the gap
spacings had changed. It was found, surprisingly, that the first two gaps, counting
from the output, had changed less than 0.001 in. relative to their original spacing of
0.050 in. ; the third and fourth gaps had become 0.002 to 0.003 in. shorter, and the
fifth gap approximately 0.005 in. longer. The warpage of cavity walls near the middle
of the output section of the circuit would not result from rf defocusing of the beam in
a nonoscillating tube. Even in an oscillating tube, the beam confinement provided in
the present design should be sufficient to prevent rf defocusing effects in the middle
of the output section. It must be concluded that imperfect alignment of the solenoid
magnetic field relative to the axis of the circuit has produced a marginal focusing con-
dition in which the beam comes very close to the circuit at the middle of the output
circuit section. Therefore a relatively small rf perturbation of the beam was suf-
ficient to cause interception which thermally overstressed the cavity wall.
Experimental tests have established four problem areas in the design
of a high efficiency, high power narrow bandwidth coupled-cavity traveling wave tube:
1. Thermal stability
2. Electronic stability
3. Beam focusing
4. Circuit uniformity
1. The resolution of the thermal stability problem will require an
increase in the thickness of the cavity web. Thickening the
web will decrease the thermal gradient, at the same time in-
creasing its mechanical strength. For fixed power flow the
radial compressive force in a disc is independent of thickness
since the pressure decreases because of the reduction in
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thermal gradient at the same rate as the area increases. The
deformation of a disc under fixed loading varies inversely as
the cube of the thickness. Hence by doubling the thickness it
should be possible to reduce deformation by a factor of eight.
2. Electrical stability can be maintained by providing adequate
rf matching and by loading the circuit to reduce gain in the
higher modes. Increased thermal stability will help maintain
adequate rf matching during thermal cycling. Careful control
of tolerances will be required to obtain the requisite circuit
uniformity.
3. The present electron gun and beam focusing design is funda-
mentally sound. It will be necessary to maintain high enough
beam transmission to guarantee satisfactory operation.
4. The effective beam coupling impedance is degraded by circuit
nonuniformity. A painstaking effort must be made not only to
achieve the best obtainable accuracy on the individual machined
parts, but also to ensure that the parts are assembled with
sufficient care to obtain the best possible overall circuit
uniformity.
6.1.4 Serial Number 104 Test Results
In order to achieve thermal stability the two final tubes, SN 104 and
SN 105 were designed with a cavity web thickness of 0. 040 in. The estimated thermal
capacity of the 0.040 in. web is between 50 and 100 W.
It was found that by electroplating the cavity walls with a 0.0001 in.
film of iron, a cavity Q of 200 could be achieved, corresponding to a midband insertion
loss of 1. 3 dB/cavity. The use of iron plating would eliminate the dimensional tolerance
problems encountered in SN 103, which employed a relatively thick film of powdered
107
iron, the thickness of which was difficult to accurately control. The uniformity of
the iron plating should improve the rf match to the circuit thereby increasing elec-
tronic stability. The new circuit employs coupling slots of higher resonant frequency
thereby reducing the probability of slot mode instability. The drift tube diameter
has been increased from 0.0625 to 0.067 in. to improve beam transmission.
Cold test work for the final design was done on a 5X scale model of
the circuit. The cold passband of this circuit extends from 2.416 to 2.498 GHz, a
bandwidth of 3.3%. Figure 6-32 shows the rf match looking into the terminated cir-
cuit. The worst match inside the band occurs at 2.475 where the VSWR reaches 1.3:1.
Figure 6-33 shows the measured interaction impedance on the cold test circuit. The
impedance is approximately 90% of that measured on the circuits with 0.020 in. webs.
Figure 6-34 shows the cavity and coupling slot configuration for
SN 104. The measured Brillouin Diagram is shown in Figure 6-35.
The two-cavity taper employed in SN 104 and SN 105 is illustrated
in Figure 6-36. Due to the increased web thickness it was not possible to obtain as
much circuit velocity reduction as was obtained in the thin web case. The two step
taper used has velocity reduction ratios of 0.90 and 0. 78.
Small signal calculations show that a nine-cavity output section with
five lossy cavities and four lossless cavities will provide adequate gain to ensure effi-
cient operation. In order to use the existing focusing solenoid, the fourth and fifth
tubes will be two section tubes, employing eight cavities in the input section and nine
cavities in the output section. Figure 6-37 shows the computed small signal gain. To
demonstrate the required 40 dB gain it would be necessary to build a three-section tube
employing a longer focusing solenoid. Some modification of the design would be re-
quired to bring the total gain variation within specification. The present design is
intended to demonstrate a reliable high efficiency tube.
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The computed start oscillation current for band edge oscillation is
plotted in Figure 6-38. This design is predicted to be stable at all beam voltages
above 10 kV.
The input and output rf matches for SN 104 were measured just prior
to initial hot test. The results are shown in Figure 6-39.
Figure 6-40 shows the beam current as a function of beam voltage
with heater voltage as a parameter. The beam perveance at a heater voltage of 6 V
is 0. 37 juperv which is somewhat higher than the design value of 0. 33 juperv.
Under pulse testing at 1% duty the beam transmission was found to
be very poor. Attempts were made to improve beam transmission by varying the
position of the tube in the solenoid and by use of a bucking coil on the gun. These tests
were.not successful. Beam transmission was found to be very critical with respect
to solenoid current adjustment. Figure 6-41 shows beam transmission as a function
of solenoid current. Only by very careful adjustment of the solenoid current was it
possible to obtain beam transmission better than 97%. It was concluded from these
results, and the indicated higher than anticipated beam perveance, that the cathode to
focus electrode spacing must have been less than it was intended to be.
During initial pulse testing the tube was found to be completely stable
at all beam voltages above 10 kV.
Figure 6-42 shows peak power output vs frequency at four different
drive levels. The measured maximum body current at each drive level is indicated.
The frequency at which the body current peaks is dependent on drive level in an
apparently random manner. The maximum body interception is 30 mA which is approxi-
mately 4% of the beam current.
The maximum conversion efficiency measured in these tests was 28%.
Later cw tests show these results to be in error. A malfunction in the pulser was
found after these tests had been completed which showed that under some conditions
extra pulses were being generated.
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Although poor beam transmission was a major problem it was
decided to test the tube under cw conditions. Since beam transmission was very
sensitive to drive level and frequency, solenoid current was adjusted in each case
to maintain a maximum of 50 mA of body current.
Figures 6-43, 6-44, and 6-45 show cw power output vs drive for
three different beam voltages. At 15 kV the maximum power output occurs at
12. 3 GHz. At 16 kV maximum output power occurs at 12. 2 GHz although it would
appear that if more drive power had been available the maximum output would have
occurred at 12. 3 GHz. At 17. 5 kV the maximum power output occurs at 12. 2 GHz.
These data show the relatively slow rate at which the hot passband is shifted as a
function of beam voltage. These data also show that the conversion efficiency is an
increasing function of beam voltage, a certain indication that the velocity taper is
nonoptimum.
Figure 6-46 shows the measured input and output rf matches
after completion of cw testing. No significant change in the match has occurred
although the tube had been operated with up to 14 kW of beam power and with perhaps
as much as 800 W of intercepted beam power.
In a test at 16 kV with saturated rive at 12. 2 GHz the calorimet-
rically measured body power was 600 W. Since the intercepted beam current was
only 10 mA, the power attributed to beam interception could not have been more than
160 W, hence rf dissipation on the circuit must have been at least 500 W. These data
are consistent with the measured low efficiency and point to excessive rf loss in the
output circuit section.
6.1.5 Serial Number 105 Test Results
SN 105 was designed with one less lossy cavity than SN 104; i.e.,
the nine-cavity output circuit has four lossy cavities followed by five lossless
cavities. A small change in the position of the focus electrode was made to bring
the gun perveance down to design value, with the expectation that this change would
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improve beam transmission. In all other respects these two tubes were made
identical.
Figure 6-47 shows the input and output rf matches for SN 105.
The output match of this tube is not quite as good as was obtained with SN 104.
During initial test at 10% duty the tube was electronically stable
at all voltages above 11 kV. Beam transmission without drive was 99. 9% and per-
veance agreed very closely with the design value of 0. 33 juperv.
Figures 6-48 and 6-49 show power output as a function of frequency
at 10% duty. The maximum conversion efficiency is 35%, but, as was the case
in the pulse tests of SN 104 this high value of efficiency was hot borne out in cw
testing. The saturated gain is seen .to be flat within less than 1 dB over the frequency
range 12.1 to 12. 3 GHz.
The cw performance of the tube is shown in Figures 6-50, 6-51,
6-52, 6-53, and 6-54. As the beam voltage is increased the hot passband moves
to slightly lower frequencies and the maximum conversion efficiency is generally
seen to increase. These data confirm the results on SN 104 and indicate an insuf-
ficient circuit wave velocity reduction in the taper section. In an ideal taper the
efficiency should be maximum at the design voltage and should slowly fall off both
above and below this voltage.
A solenoid was placed over the gun to increase the flux density in
the cathode and expand the beam. Figures 6-55 and 6-56 show the results of these
tests. There is an increase in the small signal gain and maximum power output
which would seem to indicate that the beam had been too small. The fact that beam
interception did not appreciably change as a result of expanding the beam would
tend to imply that the beam optics could be improved. The maximum measured
conversion efficiency in these tests was 28.9%. Taking into account thermal losses
in the output waveguide, the estimated efficiency at the output cavity is 31%.
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Figure 6-55. Cw Power Output vs Drive for VTX-6681A1, S. N. 105
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During final test a small vacuum leak developed in one of the
coolant channels on the body of the tube. It was not possible to repair this leak
although it was still possible to operate the tube at full power with the vacuum
appendage pump connected.
6.2 RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS
The computational tools at Varian which were available for use in studying
techniques which could aid in carrying out the objectives of the program were
described in Section 4. These included both small signal and large signal computer
programs as well as a number of peripheral programs which aided in the analysis
of coupled-cavity traveling wave tube performance.
These tools were used for the initial tube design work, for checking the
measured performance data against theoretical predictions, and for systematic
refinement of the experimental designs. In addition, numerous computer experi-
ments were conducted to investigate the details of the coupled-cavity interaction
process in order to determine factors which either limited or enhanced the achieve-
ment of high interaction efficiency. The scope of the present study program, com-
bined with the extreme complex nature of the coupled-cavity tube, precluded our
being able to resolve completely the individual parameters for optimizing inter-
action efficiency. However, a great deal of further insight into the behavior of
high efficiency coupled-cavity tubes was obtained.
Some of the specific areas in which large signal computer experiments
were conducted are the following:
1. Effect of cavity Q (circuit loss) on efficiency
2. Optimum synchronization for bunching
3. Voltage jump resynchronization vs velocity tapering in the output
circuit
4. Effect of interaction impedance on efficiency
5. Effect of interaction impedance on beam modulation
6. Effects of backward wave on efficiency
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7. Optimization of velocity tapers
8. Effect of output gain after the sever
9. Adjustment of individual gap phases for more favorable interaction
10. Effect of circuit phase on the interaction process
Although the small signal program was an important tool for calculating
gain, phase ripple, stability, etc., these have been primarily reported on in
earlier sections. The following paragraphs relate only to large signal experiments
on efficiency phenomena.
6.2.1 Voltage Jump vs Velocity Taper
Fundamentally, energy is extracted from a traveling wave tube by
modulating the beam to have a large component of rf current which is then passed
through a region of circuit fields in a phase which will extract maximum energy from
the beam through the slowing down of electrons. The amount of energy given up
depends upon the magnitude of the rf beam current and upon the amplitude and phase
of the circuit fields. Since the bunching mechanism in the beam is one that tends to
produce a modulation current which lags appreciably behind the phase for maximum
extraction of energy, high efficiency tubes generally employ a re synchronizing
technique for advancing the phase of the electron bunches with respect to the circuit
fields. This can be done either through a slowing down of the circuit wave by means
of a velocity taper or by increasing the velocity of the beam by means of a voltage
jump.
Figure 6-57 is an illustration of achieving efficiency through both
means. Calculations were with the initial 17-cavity design example consisting of
a four-cavity input section, a six-cavity intermediate section and a seven-cavity output
secti'on. With no resynchronization an efficiency of 19. 6% was calculated under the
condition of nearly synchronous bunching; i .e. , dc beam velocity and rf circuit
velocity equal. A single cavity velocity taper in the output circuit increased the
efficiency to 36. 5% whereas a taper in the last two cavities of the circuit increased
the efficiency to 48%. A voltage jump in the last two cavities in place of the velocity
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taper produced an efficiency of 33.4%. In each of these cases the I /I ratio of
rf to dc beam current reached essentially the same value of slightly over 1.4:1.
The enhancement in efficiency with each of the resynchronization schemes resulted
' from a more favorable phasing of the rf beam current with respect to the circuit
fields for the extraction of energy.
On the basis that true conversion efficiency (based on actual beam
power within the circuit region) is not fundamentally higher for voltage jump tubes
than for velocity tapered tubes, we chose to concentrate our optimization on the
velocity taper approach for reasons of simplicity and reliability. The near equiva-
lent performance capability of the two schemes is apparent when one considers that
if the high voltage output section of a voltage jump tube is. driven by a beam with a
given level of rf modulation, the only difference in performance between the case of
a driving beam obtained from a section operating at the same voltage or from one
operating at a lower voltage than the given output circuit would be slight differences
in the quality of the modulation. Theoretical advantages could be cited in the case
of either approach.
6 . 2 . 2 Optimization of the Velocity Taper
Numerous computer experiments were performed on a number of
i
design models to determine optimum velocity tapers for maximum efficiency in
given circuit designs. The number of cavities involved in any given taper depends
upon the circuit impedance level as it affects the gain per cavity. Generally, two
to three cavities were involved in the examples studied. This usually represented
about the last 5 to 6 dB of large signal gain in the tube.
Table 6. 1 summarizes the optimum tapers that were obtained in
several different design configurations .studied.
A number of complicated factors are involved in arriving at a taper
for optimum efficiency. Since nearly all of the exchange in energy occurs in the
last few gaps it is essential that the rf beam current and gap voltage be phased for
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TABLE 6.1
SUMMARY OF OPTIMUM VELOCITY TAPERS FOR
SEVERAL DIFFERENT DESIGN CONFIGURATIONS
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Description
Preliminary Design
Model Narrow Band
Hi Impedance Two-
Cavity Taper
Wider Band Circuit
Model All Cavities
Lower Impedance
Two-Cavity Tapers
Similar to Case 2
Except Three-Cavity
Taper
Similar to Case 3
Except 50% Higher
Impedance in
Tapered Cavities
Similar to Case 3
Except 50% Higher
Impedance in Last
7 Output Cavities
Similar to Case 2
Except Nonoptimum
Taper (Closest Simu-
lation to Final Tube
Configuration)
Low Impedance
Case
Similar to Case 1
Except Voltage Jump
Resynchronization
(Not Completely
Optimized)
No. of Cavities
per Section
4 - 6 - 7
5 - 5 - 8
5 - 5 - 8
5 - 5 - 8
5 - 5 - 8
5 - 5 - 8
4 - 6 - 9
4 - 6 - 7
Gap
Impedance
Level
(Ohms)
6524
4763
4763
4763/7145
4763/7145
4763
2000
6524
Velocity Taper
(gap-to-gap)
0.875 - 0.625
0.80 - 0.7D
0.75 - 0.75
0.90-0.85-0.70
0.90-0.80-0.65
0.90-0.80-0.65
0.90-0.85
0.875-0.625
Voltage Jump
Il/Io
Max
1.44
1.42
1.43
1.38
1.39
1.37
1.41
1.34
1.46
Calculated
Efficiency
(%)
48.0
39.0
40.1
41.6
47.2
43.9
31.0
35.0
33.4
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maximum energy exchange in this region. In particular, the last gap should be
positioned such that at saturation the beam is slowed to a point where the rf cur-
rent and voltage are very nearly in phase. Some distance back from the end of
the tube the gap voltages should lead the rf beam current phase by something less
than 90° in order that a favorable bunching process is formed within the beam.
Figure 6-58 is an illustration of a type of plot which proved
quite useful for analyzing velocity taper configurations. In this figure the phasing
referred to above is quite clearly illustrated. To understand more fully the data
presented it should be pointed out that a reference phase is taken to be that of a
signal propagating at the dc beam velocity. Consequently, dc electrons move hori-
zontally in the figure. In the vicinity of the final output cavities one notes a sudden
falling back in the phase of the rf beam current as the beam gives up its energy to
the circuit. The more or less constant negative slope to the current phase observed
in the earlier cavities does not represent any appreciable slowing down of the
electrons, but merely reflects the fact that most of the rf current is in the slow
space charge wave, which has a velocity below that of the dc electrons.
The illustration presented is Case No. 4 of Table 6.1, and is for
an 18-cavity (5-5-8 configuration) tube in which the last three cavities were tapered
to 80% — 80% — 50% of the normal cavity period. Since the computer program
uses only symmetrical cavities, whereas physical tapers can be produced by off-
setting the gaps with respect to the cavity boundaries, a more significant set of
parameters to use is the gap-to-gap spacing in the tube. For the above example
this becomes 90% — 80% — 65% of the normal cavity period, as noted in the table.
Note that the normalized rf beam current reaches a maximum value inside the
penultimate cavity where it interacts in a favorable phase with the normalized gap
voltage to produce a large normalized gap voltage in the output cavity. The energy
exchange in the final cavity occurs under mast optimum conditions with a high gap
voltage in near perfect phase with the fundamental component of rf beam current.
Note that the current amplitude drops rapidly near the exit of the tube as the inter-
action process is completed and the electron bunches become destroyed.
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The above case is presented as an example of an optimally tapered
tube. With plots similar to the one shown in Figure 6-58 it is possible to visualize
most of the interaction process, particularly with regard to phasing, and to make
the appropriate adjustments in the taper to produce an optimum resynchronization
condition. Unfortunately, except for the output gap, the optimum phasing between
gap voltages and beam current is not a simple relationship to define. The picture
is further complicated by the amplitude and phase effects resulting from large
amounts of backward wave power on the circuit. Experiments with some of these
effects are described in Section 6.2.3.
6 .2 .3 Backward Wave Effects in Coupled-Cavity Tubes
An effect often ignored in the analysis of traveling wave tubes,
but which plays a dominant role in a high gain per cavity tube, is that of the back-
ward wave power generated in the circuit. In any given cavity, the effect of the
beam is to induce a pair of equal amplitude waves traveling in both directions away
from the gap along the propagating circuit. Wavelets traveling in the forward direc-
tion add up to the final output wave whereas<.the phasing of the backward wavelets is
such that they may either add to or subtract from the forward wave voltage in any
given gap. Depending upon their respective amplitudes and phases, these backward
wavelets may or may not represent significant losses in energy, either at a sever
or input terminal, or due to lossy attenuator cavities in the tube. Their nature is
such that the addition of a cavity to an already existing circuit may have the effect
of either increasing the gain of the circuit, leaving the gain unchanged, or even
decreasing the gain of a given section.
Since the space-harmonic coupled-cavity tube nominally has a
phase shift of the order of 1.5 IT per cavity, there is a tendency for forward and
backward components to alternately reinforce and cancel each other in succeeding
gaps. This effect is clearly illustrated by the plots of the gap voltages shown in
Figure 6-59. The cases shown here are the same three examples appearing in
Figure 6-57. Interestingly enough, all three cases had similar circuits with
144
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identical output gap impedances, each achieved nearly identical I /I maxim urns
(of the order-of 1.45), and each had the output gap voltage phased with the rf beam
current in the gap under saturated conditions. Yet, vastly different efficiencies
were obtained.
Part of the answer lies in the fact that even though the output gaps
were favorably phased, the voltage amplitude in the highly critical penultimate
gap was drastically lowered as the result of backward wave cancellation effects, in
each of the lower efficiency cases. The effect of the backward wave upon the ampli-
tudes of the various gap voltages is also generally accompanied by corresponding
variations in the phase of the gap voltages with respect to the rf beam current.
Most of these effects can be overcome with appropriate adjustments of the gap
voltage phases in a properly tapered circuit.
Even in the case of the 48% efficiency example shown in Figure
6-59, some backward wave effect is apparent. Figure 6-60 shows the variations
in the gap phases that accompanied this case, as well as the improvement in
efficiency that occurred when the cavity periods were adjusted to further reduce
these variations.
A few experiments were conducted to determine what effect the
total phase shift per cavity (BL) might have upon the phasing of the backward wave
on the circuit. This factor did not appear to be significant as a means for eliminat-
ing backward wave effects. This is not surprising when one considers the fact that
the efficiency of most tubes is not highly sensitive to frequency over their operating
bands.
6 .2 .4 . Tube Parameters Effecting Efficiency
Many different tube parameters effect the efficiency of a traveling
wave tube. In a program where high efficiency is an objective it is desirable to
know the sensitivity of efficiency vs various parameters used in the design.
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As an example, it is known that insufficient gain past the sever in
the output of a traveling wave tube will severely limit the efficiency achievable
with that design (Ref. 11). Net saturated gain of 20 dB was typically achieved in
the computer models studied on this program. In the preliminary design-model,
the effect of increasing the 7-cavity output to 8 cavities increased the efficiency
by only 1.0%, from 48% to 49%. At the same time, the saturated gain increased
by approximately 4 dB indicating that very little loss in efficiency was occurring
due to sever losses. Since the added cavity was a "lossless" cavity it also indi-
cated that the lossy attenuator cavities were not seriously effecting the efficiency.
In this design the lossy cavities ended where the circuit amplitude was approxi-
mately 10 dB down from the saturated power level at the end of the tube.
In another experiment an analysis was made on the effect of small
amounts of circuit loss in the so-called "lossless" cavities used in the tube
output.
In most of the computer experiments the cavity Q of the final
output cavities was typically set at 2000. In the narrow'band design this represented
approximately 0. 2 dB loss per cavity. In practice, cavity Qs higher than this
are readily achieved at these frequencies.
In a high output impedance version of the wider band prototype
model, efficiency was calculated as the cavity Q was varied from 2000 to 4000.
Efficiency increased from 49% to 51% in this case. The cavity loss was assumed
to vary from 0. 2 dB per cavity to 0. 1 dB per cavity with 5 of the 8 cavities making
up the output section being of the "lossless" type.
Experiments were also performed with respect to the degree and
quality of the electron bunching process. Figure 6-61, although done without
backward waves present, is typical of the electron trajectories obtained in a
large signal calculation. These plots, obtained directly from the computer, are
similar to the phase plots shown in Figures 6-58 and 6-60. Again, dc electrons
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are simply horizontal lines and become the reference phases from which all other
phases are calculated. The electrons are introduced initially at equally spaced
phase intervals throughout the rf cycle. Electrons with negative trajectory slopes
are traveling at less than dc velocity whereas those with positive slope are traveling
above the dc velocity.
Although I /I reached a maximum value of 1.425 at Z = 2. 525
the large spread in the electron velocities forming the bunches, as well as elec-
tron crossovers, is apparent from the figure.
Experiments were performed in which various length drift sections
were incorporated after the last sever. In other experiments both the circuit
impedance level and the velocity for synchronization with the circuit were varied
to determine their effects upon the bunching process.
The additional drift region after the sever had some effect in
reducing the degree of electron crossover, but somewhat lower values of I /I
were obtained. .
Varying the synchronization parameter u/v (ratio of dc velocity
to rf circuit phase velocity) around unity, in a number of cases, showed that the
maximum value of I /I generally occurred for a value of u/v just slightly less
than unity. The maximum value of I /I for high impedance circuits ( i .e . , gap
impedances of the order of 6500 ohms) was found to be 1.48 with u/v = 0.91.
Lower impedance circuits produced slightly lower maximum I /I values with
optimum u/v values somewhat closer to unity. However, even at gap impedance
levels of only 2000 ohms, (a factor 3. 25 times lower than in the above case) the
I /I maximum reached a value of 1. 39 with u/v = 0.96. Although these low
impedance circuits were capable of producing relatively high modulation in the
beam, the efficiency in these examples dropped to levels of around 35%.
In studying the quality of the bunching it was found that high
impedance circuits tended to overbunch the beam and produce large amounts of
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crossover. A comparison between the results'of high and low impedance bunching
is made in Figure 6-62. In this figure the integrated kinetic potential spectrum
for the bunched electron beam is presented for two cases of rf beam modulation
resulting from high and low impedance bunching. Although the low impedance
case produces a lower value of fundamental beam current it has a significantly
narrower velocity spectrum. Theoretically, the bunch produced by the low imped-
ance circuit is capable of giving up more energy to a circuit than that produced by
the high impedance circuit. These results indicate than an optimum design would
utilize different impedance circuits, in the driving or bunching regions of the tube,
from that used in the final output cavities.
The parameters used in calculating cases 2, 3, 4, and 5 in
Table 6.1 form a consistent set in which only the cavity impedances were varied.
In these examples the gap impedance for the high impedance cavities (7145 ohms)
was only 50% greater than that of the low impedance cavities (4763 ohms). The
best two-cavity taper with all low impedance cavities gave 40.1% efficiency. A
three-cavity taper at this impedance level produced 41.6% efficiency. By em-
ploying 50% higher impedance cavities in only the tapered output the efficiency
increased dramatically to 47. 2%. (This case is also the example presented in
Figure 6-58.) By employing high impedance cavities throughout the entire output
section (except for one lossy cavity immediately following the sever) the highest
efficiency that could be achieved was 43.9%. Thus, while high impedance output
cavities are needed to convert beam energy into useful output power, the above
experiments would indicate that more optimum impedance levels may be found for
initially bunching the beam. One would expect this optimum bunching impedance
to be a function of the beam perveance.
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7 . 0 C O N C L U S I O N S
An experimental and analytical program has been undertaken to demonstrate
techniques for achieving high conversion efficiency in a 4 kW, cw traveling wave tube
at 12.2 GHz.
The initial tubes employed thin webbed cavities in order to maximize inter-
action impedance, since analysis had shown that high interaction impedance was essen-
tial to the achievement of high conversion efficiency. These designs proved to be
thermally inadequate.
The first tube built employed a very narrow bandwidth (2%) circuit. Analysis
showed this to be the highest impedance configuration which would provide the required
1% operating bandwidth. The thermal failure of this circuit led us to believe that a
wider bandwidth circuit would be required, since a wider bandwidth circuit would
suffer less from the effects of thermal detuning. This conclusion led to the use of
wider bandwidth circuits in all subsequent tests.
Thermal detuning problems were completely resolved in the fourth and fifth
tubes by the use of a 0.040 in. thick cavity web. The price paid for the use of a
thick web, wide bandwidth circuit, was a significant loss in conversion efficiency. The
computed efficiency for the original circuit with optimum velocity taper was 48% com-
pared with a computed optimum efficiency of 38% for the final circuit. It is now
believed that a thick web, narrow bandwidth circuit, would have provided the requi-
site thermal stability with maximum conversion efficiency.
Analysis has shown that high conversion efficiency requires good rf bunching
followed by optimum velocity resynchronization. Optimum bunching requires that
the circuit wave should travel at approximately the same velocity as the beam. This
is called synchronous bunching. The rf current in the beam must be allowed to build
to near its maximum value before resynchronization is begun, otherwise bunching
will not be complete. Resynchronization is achieved by slowing the circuit wave or by
speeding up the beam so that the electron bunch may move into the maximum decelerating
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field where it gives up energy to the circuit. Bunching cannot continue in the resyn-
chronized circuit because the phase of the rf field, being right for power extraction,
is wrong for bunching. For maximum efficiency it is vital that power be extracted
from the bunch rapidly; otherwise space charge forces will obliterate the bunch before
the maximum energy is extracted. To achieve rapid extraction of energy from the
beam it is essential that the interaction impedance of the re synchronized circuit sec-
tion be as high as possible.
In the experimental tubes, a less than theoretical taper was employed, in order
to maintain the highest possible circuit impedance. This choice was shown to be non-
optimum. The best compromise between velocity taper and interaction impedance
remains to be found. To solve this problem it would be necessary to estimate or to
measure the manner.in which the cavity impedance varies as a function of cavity
height, assuming a fixed optimum gap length. A large signal computer analysis could
then be carried out, in which the interaction impedance changes would automatically
be taken into account, as the velocity taper was varied in a search for maximum con-
version efficiency.
The 48% computed conversion efficiency of the initial design is probably
not attainable. The interaction impedance that was assumed for the taper section
could not be achieved in practice, without thinning the cavity web to a point which
has been demonstrated thermally infeasible, for a 4 kW TWT operated at 12.2 GHz.
The computed conversion efficiency for the final design employing a thicker webbed
wider bandwidth circuit was 38%. During the mechanical design phase it was found
that the required optimum taper could not be achieved without compromising the cir-
cuit impedance. It was decided instead to compromise the taper velocity in order
to maintain the impedance. The result was a tube with measured efficiency (referred
to the output cavity of the tube) of 31%. The conversion efficiency of the tube actually
built was never computed; however, a very nearly identical design had previously been
computed to have 31% efficiency. (See Case No. 6 Table 6.1.)
This program has provided a clear understanding of the problems in the design
and fabrication of a high efficiency TWT at 12. 2 GHz. It has improved our knowledge
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of the design of low perveance electron guns. Thermal tuning problems, unusual in
traveling wave tubes, have been encountered and resolved. The adequacy of computer
simulation of high efficiency traveling wave tubes has been verified. The ability to
compute the stability threshold for band edge oscillation has been demonstrated. A
better understanding has been gained of the way in which the backward wave interferes
with the interaction process in high gain per cavity traveling wave tubes.
Varian Associates
Palo Alto Tube Division
Palo Alto, California, March 20, 1973
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF S Y M B O L S
a inner radius of drift tube
b Pierce's velocity parameter
C Pierce's gain parameter
E, dc beam voltage
Ef filament voltage
I beam current
o
L beam current
L beam current intercepted by circuit
I focusing solenoid current
mag
I auxilliary focusing coil currentgun
k free space propagation number, cj/v
K Pierce's impedance parameter
L periodic length of circuit
P power propagating on circuit
P rf input power
P dc beam power
Q quality factor of resonant cavity
QC Pierce's space charge parameter
R Cavity interaction gap shunt resistance
R final radius of magnetic flux tube which
intersects edge of cathode
r radius of electron beam
° 3/2S beam perveance, I /V
o o
u dc beam velocity
u dc beam velocity
v velocity of wave propagation
V peak gap voltage
V dc beam voltage
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"q
V peak gap voltage
/3 axial propagation number, oj/v
/3 electronic propagation number, qi/u
G
 / ~ ~ 2 2y radial propagation number, •*//? - k
6 cavity interaction gap length
77 conversion efficiency
ft
perveance times 10
rf phase shift
angular frequency
reduced plasma angular frequency
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